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EVENT 
SUMMARY
On Thursday, February 28th, 2019 around 50 farmers, government representatives, and  CRD 

residents gathered at the Saanich Fairgrounds to discuss climate change projections, adaptations, 

and to learn from the experts and their fellow growers. Foster Richardson of the BC Agriculture 

and Food Climate Action Initiative started off the day. Foster touched on regionally specific climate 

change projections and plans for developing an agriculture adaptation strategy for Vancouver 

Island. Farmers then split into small groups to discuss how they have been experiencing the 

effects of climate change. They also touched on some of the strategies they are implementing.  

These conversations had the participants hungry and ready for a hearty local lunch of country pies 

and coleslaw. After lunch the engaging Dr. Liese Coulter shared advice surrounding, decreasing 

vulnerability and minimizing disruptions and answered farmer questions. Finally, the group broke 

into two practical breakout sessions to end the day: one on water management, and another on 

emergency preparedness. Learn more about sessions on page 2.
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SESSIONS 
OVERVIEW
 

Climate Projections and Regional Adaptation Strategies
Foster Richardson will introduce the BC Agriculture and Food Climate Action Initiative’s work to develop tools and resources that 
assist the BC agriculture sector with climate change adaptation. The presentation will provide an overview of regionally specific 
climate change projections for Vancouver Island, discuss the anticipated impacts on agriculture, and highlight agricultural 
adaptation projects completed by CAI.
 
Farmer Roundtables
What changes are you seeing? What challenges are you facing? A moderated discussion period. Share your thoughts and 
experiences.
 
New Entrants and New Thinking about Climate 
Now that we know the climate is changing, how does that inform our decisions? This session looks at climate change in four 
ways: 1) when is climate an immediate factor in future planning; 2) how to be less vulnerable to climate impacts; 3) how to 
minimize climate related disruptions; and 4) what are the triggers for transitions.
Facilitator: Dr. Liese Coulter
 
Workshop A  - Thinking about Water 
Part 1 – Efficient Irrigation with Andrew Petersen – The presentation will start with basic water rights. Then discuss why we 
irrigate and how water is stored and consumed by the crop. Different types of irrigation systems will be discussed and their 
efficiencies. The talk will end with discussions on irrigation scheduling and water storage capacity requirements for irrigation. 
Part 2 – A Keyline Water Management Perspective + Free GIS Tool Demonstration for Water Planning with Tayler Krawczyk  – This 
session will begin with a brief overview of the ‘keyline design’ system of whole farm planning. We will then explore some of the 
powerful free online resources we have in the region to better understand soil types, water flow, well capacity, irrigation demand, 
and landscape topography. We will visit some of the participants’ farms via free online GIS-software and address challenges 
related to water management. 
 
Workshop B -Getting Prepared: Extreme Weather, Flooding and Fires
Climate projections see longer wetter winters and dryer hotter summers with an increase in extreme weather events and related 
flooding and wildfires. Doug Pepper, Regional Agrologist, helped farmers and ranchers in the interior to develop emergency 
preparedness plans to deal with these types of situations.  He brings his experience to Farmer2Farmer and discusses what to 
consider and what is involved in being ready for whatever nature has in store. 

CLICK HERE TO VIEW PRESENTATION SLIDES

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/56e5a1d4e321404618f47dc7/t/5c82af434e17b6487ca2d9b8/1552068434194/Farmer2Farmer_Presentation_Feb28%2C2019.pdf
http://farmer2farmer.ca/?page_id=112


LOCAL LUNCH
The local lunch was coordinated and sourced by Elisabeth Bond and Amanda Smith at the Get Fresh Guide, who's goal it is to 
help connect and promote those already working within the local food economy.  Learn more about the Get Fresh Guide at 
www.getfreshguide.com. Lunch, dessert and snack were prepared by Robyn, owner of Victoria Pie Co. and Parachute Ice 
Cream. 
 
We enjoyed country pies - freshly prepared this morning and delivered straight from the oven, paired with a fresh coleslaw.  
For dessert?  Driftwood Chocolate Malted Ice Cream or a Vegan Strawberry Sorbet!
 
Locally sourced ingredients were grown or produced as follows:
 
- Pasture-raised beef from McClintock Farm
- Organic winter vegetables ordered through the Cow-Op from
   Cowichan Farms
- Flour grown organically in BC, milled fresh here by True Grain.
- Local frozen strawberries and blackberries from Gobind Farms.
- Aged cheddar from Qualicum Cheese Co.
- Canadian grown dill from Gathering Place Trading
- Beer for your ice cream form Driftwood Brewery.
- Level Ground coffee, tea and cane sugar

https://www.getfreshguide.com/


FARMER 
ROUNDTABLES

What changes have you been observing on your farm?

Growers had much to say in response to the question of how they have been feeling the impacts of climate change on-farm.  The 
smoke in the air from wildfires last summer - making it difficult to work outdoors - was one common discussion point. This also 
created cooler and darker growing conditions, impacting plant growth. Other challenges that were highlighted include: intense 
windstorms, wildly fluctuating temperatures, increase in pests, a high water table in the spring and fall, and increased sudden 
water flows. Many farmers offered advice as to how they were dealing with these conditions.
 
Major Takeaways?
Simone Cazabon, a grower who attended from SaltSpring Island, expressed one of the key take aways from the Farmer2Farmer 
conversations, “while climate change feels overwhelming and distressing it’s important for farmers to focus on the positive and 
about what we can do”.  Heather Stretch of Saanich Organics encouraged the farmers to “keep doing what you are doing. By 
undertaking regenerative agriculture we are also implementing good climate practices. We need to keep investing in our soils.”



SPONSORS

Thanks to CRFAIR for hosting this annual gathering for our food and farm 
community in the region. CRFAIR believes in the power of Collective Impact 
for social change. They envision a region where local, sustainable and 
healthy food is celebrated, abundant and central to the cultures, health and 
well-being of residents.
 
Collaboration is key to the success of events and initiatives such as 
Farmer2Farmer. If you are interested in being a part of the planning 
committee for next years gathering, or in advising CRFAIR and the Good 
Food Network on Farm Sector Capacity Building, please e-mail 
engagement@crfair.ca to connect.

EVENT HOST

www.crfair.ca


